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Abstract

We calculate the rate for e+ e- annihilation into four jets at next-to-leading order in
perturbative QCD, but omitting terms that are suppressed by one or more powers of
l/iV~,  where N. is the number of colors. The O(a~)  corrections depend strongly on the
jet resolution parameter yCut  and on the clustering and recombination schemes, and
they substantially improve the agreement between theory and data.
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Jets have proven to be an extremely useful way to describe the production of hadrons in
e+ e– annihilation and in hadronic collisions cntaining large transverse momenta. Since jets
can be given an infrared-safe definition [1], their properties can be calculated in perturba-
tive quantum chromodynamics (QCD), order-by-order in the strong coupling a,. Electron-
positron annihilation provides the cleanest experimental situation for studying jet properties,
and large data samples from the 2° pole are available. On the theoretical side, there are
leading order predictions for production of up to five jets [2, 3, 4, 5, 6], but to improve
the precision next-to-leading-order QCD corrections are required. The O(a~)  matrix ele-
ments for three-jet production and other infrared-safe quantities have been known for some
time [4, 5], and numerical programs implementing these corrections [7] have been widely
used to extract a precise value of a, from hadronic event shapes [8].

Four-jet final states provide certain tests of QCD to which three-jet states are insensi-
tive [9]. For example, the non-abelian three-gluon vertex appears at leading order in four
jet events; the same is true for the production of hypothetical, light, colored but electrically
neutral particles (such as light gluinos). In addition, four jet events produced directly in
annihilation form a significant experimental background to the reaction e+ e– + W+ W–
when each W decays to a pair of jets, particularly when the center-of-mass energy is not
far above the W- pair threshold, as is the case at LEP2. In this letter, we report the next-
to-leading-order (O(a~)  ) QCD predictions for e+ e- annihilation into four jets, in a large-lVC
approximation to be described shortly. The results rely heavily on the one-loop virtual ma-
trix elements for four massless final state partons, e+e- + q~gg and e+e- + q~q’q’  [10],
as well as the tree-level matrix elements for five final state partons, e+ e– + qijggg and

e+ e– + qqq’~’g  [6]. Here we give results only for the overall four-jet event rate; but the same
numerical program may be used to calculate various angular distributions [11] which may
test QCD more stringently.

Our main approximation to the full O(a~)  QCD results for massless quarks consists of
omitting terms that are suppressed by one or more powers of 1 /N~,  where N. is the number
of colors in a general SU(NC)  gauge theory, and N. = 3 for QCD. Thus, extracting an overall
factor of (N: – 1) common to all multi-jet predictions, we write the one-loop correction to
the four-jet cross-section as

and we calculate This is not precisely the l/NC approximation of ‘t Hooft [12],
because we keep terms that are only suppressed by Nf /Nc, where Nf is the number of light
fermions, Nf = 5 at the 2° pole. The ratio mC is not small, and the Nf /NC corrections
are numerically import ant. To assess whether the omitted 1 /N~ corrections can be expected
to be small, we have evaluated the O(a~ ) three-jet results in the same approximation, but
where we also know the full result. The size of the neglected terms varies with the precise
jet definition, but it is generally about 10% of the full O(a~ ) correction. It is also known
that the l/N~ terms contribute less than 6% to the O(&) term in the expansion of the
total cross-section for e+e - to hadrons [13]. In future work the 1 /N~ corrections should be
available. In any case, it makes sense to break up the numerical evaluation in this way. The
l/N~ corrections are significantly more complicated than the leading terms and therefore
take longer to evaluate numerically, yet they are parametrically suppressed. Hence one can
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Figure 1: (a) Example of a
one-loop diagram (omitted).
for e+e- + qqq’q’g.

leading-in-IVc  one-loop diagram for e+ e- + qijgg. (b) A subleading
(c) Sample tree diagram for e+e-  + qtjggg. (d) Sample tree diagram

save computer time without sacrificing overall accuracy if one separately evaluates the 1 /N~
corrections, using fewer points in their Monte Carlo integration than one uses for the leading
terms. We kept all 1 /N~-suppressed terms in the tree-level (O(a~)  ) cross-section, except
for the four-quark terms coming from Pauli-exchange (the “E” terms of ref. [4]), which are
numerically tiny.

We omit two other classes of O(&!)  contributions:
1. Contributions proportional to the axial coupling aj of the 2° to quarks. Analogous terms
have traditionally been omitted from O(Q~) programs, as they cancel precisely between up-
and down-type quarks in the final state (for zero quark mass), and their contribution to the
three-jet rate is at the percent level [14].
2. Contributions proportional to (Xf vf)2, where Vf is the quark vector coupling. These
“light-by-glue scattering” terms do not appear at O(a~)  at all, have a partial cancellation
from the sum over quark flavors, and contribute less than 1% to the O(a~)  term in the total
cross-section [13].

The 1 /N~ expansion is facilitated by using a color-ordered framework for both the one-
loop and tree matrix elements [15]. The amplitudes are decomposed into kinematical quan-
tities — partial amplitudes — multiplying particular strings (and traces) of
SU(NC)  generator matrices (T”);~. In the expression for the cross-section,
amplitude, summed over all color indices, it is easy to identify the partial

the fundamental
i.e. the squared
amplitudes that
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accompany the highest powers of N.. They are given by the sum of color-ordered Feyn-
man diagrams, where the cyclic ordering of the external quark and gluon legs is fixed, and
where the gluons are on the opposite side of the Feynman diagram from the e+ e– pair. For
example, Fig. la shows a diagram contributing to a leading-color partial one-loop ampli-
tude for e+e- + q~gg, while Fig. 1b (crossed out) shows a diagram that only contributes
to subleading-color partial amplitudes. Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d are sample diagrams for the
five-parton tree amplitudes.

As usual, the real and virtual contributions to the cross-section are separately divergent;
only the sum of the two yields a meaningful finite result. In dimensional regularization
with D = 4 – 2c, the singularities of the virtual part manifest themselves as poles in c
in the one-loop amplitudes, whereas the real singularities are obtained upon phase-space
integration of the squared tree amplitudes. In order to combine these two contributions,
we use a general version of the subtraction method [4]. In fact, the program used in this
letter is a straightforward implementation of the method developed in ref. [16]. We refer the
reader to this article for more details. Here we only mention that no approximation of the
matrix elements has to be made, and that we checked the independence of the results on the
arbitrary parameters 6 and &Ut which have to be introduced in intermediate steps.

We now present the results for the four-jet fraction RI = ~4-jet/~tot  at next-to-leading
order in ct~. We consider four different jet algorithms, the JADE [17], E0, Durham [18] and
Geneva [19] schemes.1 All four are iterative clustering algorithms: they begin with a set of
final-state particles (partons in the QCD calculation) and cluster the pair { i, j } with the
smallest value of a dimensionless measure Yij into a single “proto-jet”. The procedure is
repeated until all the yij exceed the value of the jet resolution parameter y.~t,  at which point
the proto-jets are declared to be jets. The schemes differ in the measure yij used and/or in
the rule for recombining two clustered momenta. The same value of yCUt  in different schemes
may sample different momentum scales. The definitions of the various schemes are collected
in ref. [19]. The yCUt  dependence of the results is shown in Fig. 2. In each plot, the solid
(dashed) line represents the one-loop (tree-level) prediction. The renormalization scale p has
been chosen to be the center-of-mass energy V, and we have set Nf = 5 and a, = 0.118 [20].
The statistical error of the Monte Carlo integration is of the order of 3%. Of course, this error
can be reduced further through higher statistics, but as long as the subleading-in-NC terms
are not included, there is little point in doing so. These curves are compared to preliminary
SLD data points [21] which have been corrected for detector effects and hadronization, and
to available LEP 1 data [22], which have not been corrected for hadronization.

The next-to-leading order results in the JADE algorithm in Fig. 2a actually agree “too
well” wit h the data, given that the one-loop corrections are of order 100%. The results
in the E0 and Durham schemes (Fig. 2b,c) are more what one might expect from such
large corrections: agreement to within 20 or 30%. The Geneva scheme (Fig. 2d) behaves
quite differently. It is the only scheme we considered where the leading-order results give a
reasonable description of the data for large values of yCUt,  although the shape of the prediction
is not quite correct, especially at small ycut. Here the inclusion of the one-loop correction leads
to quite good agreement between data and theory for yc.t >0.02. However, for yCUt  <0.02,

1 Lacking a scheme to name after our fair city, we have dubbed our
for Next-to-Leading Order PARton Calculations (MENLO-PARC).

numerical program Matrix Elements
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Figure 2: The four-jet fraction R4 in e+ e– annihilation, as a function of ycut. Solid (dashed)

lines represent the one-loop (tree-level) predictions in the (a) JADE, (b) E0, (c) Durham, and (d)
Geneva algorithms, for p = W and a, = 0.118. The data points in (a) are from DELPHI [22],
while (b), (c) and (d) contain preliminary SLD data [21].

Figure 3: Solid (dashed) lines show the dependence of R4 on the renormalization scale p for the
one-loop (tree-level) predictions in the (a) Durham, and (b) Geneva algorithms, for as = 0.118 and
ycu~ = 0.03.
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the one-loop virtual corrections become very large and negative (they are dominated by the
Nf /NC terms in this region), but not enough to match the strong suppression and turnover
seen in the four-jet data. In any scheme, as yCUt  decreases the four-jet fraction rises quickly,
but eventually it has to turn over; this phenomenon just happens at a larger value of y.ut
in the Geneva scheme than in the other schemes. We have also compared the one-loop
prediction at @ = 35 GeV to data from PETRA [23]. The agreement is again improved
with respect to the leading-order result, but it is not quite as good as at the 2° pole, perhaps
because hadronization effects are more important at lower energy.

The rapid fall-off of the four-jet fraction at large ycUt  means that there is little data
available (at present ) with which to compare our predictions for yCUt  > 0.07. On the other
hand, for small y.ut the QCD expansion parameter is really a, ln2 y~~t,  and it would be
advantageous to resum these large logarithms. This is possible at leading and next-to-
leading logarithmic order in the Durham scheme [18]. To further improve the Durham-
scheme prediction, our fixed-order results could be matched [24] to the resummed results.

Observable quantities calculated in QCD should be independent of the arbitrary renor-
malization scale p. However, the perturbative expansion is invariably truncated at a finite
order, leading to a residual dependence of the result on p. The tree-level p dependence is
much stronger for the four-jet rate than for the three-jet rate, because the former is pro-
portional to a: instead of as. As expected, this strong renormalization-scale dependence
is reduced by the inclusion of the next-to-leading order contribution. Fig. 3 plots the p-
dependence of R4 at tree-level and at one-loop for the Durham and Geneva schemes, at
yCUt  = 0.03. We should mention that in order to get a consistent picture, for these plots
alone we omitted the corresponding 1 /N~ correct ions from the tree-level term as well. On
the other hand, their inclusion only slightly affects the p-dependence.

In this letter we have presented first results on the production of four jets in electron-
positron annihilation at next-to-leading order in a,. These results were obtained with a
numerical program which implements the subtraction method for combining real and virtual
singularities as described in ref. [16]. The key ingredients for the four-jet calculation are the
one-loop virtual matrix elements for e+ e– + qijgg and e+e– + q~q’q’  [10], as well as the tree-
level matrix elements for e+ e- -+ q~ggg and e+ e– + q@Z’g [6]. We computed the four-jet
rates for the JADE, E0, Durham and Geneva schemes, neglecting terms that are suppressed
by 1 /N~. Generally, the corrections are large and improve the agreement between theory
and experiment considerably. The same program can be used for the computation of an
arbitrary four-jet distribution at next-to-leading order. In future work we shall report on the
computation of various angular distributions, including also in the program the subleading-
in-color terms. These calculations may help in testing the triple gluon vertex and in the
more general search for new physics in the strong interaction sector.
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